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own India's land, water,

pastures and forests?
Ten years after India's Forest Rights Act was passed, the poor forest

dweller remains poor, and industrial users no longer face claims of the

"commons".
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In April 2014, a large number of international organisations sent an open letter

seeking that the “Right to Land and Property” be included as one of the new United

Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDG). In this open letter, there is a clear

emphasis on securing property rights to all individuals, both women and men.

Securing rights to land, forest, and pastures, argues the letter, would reduce poverty

and ensure sustainable development.

Letters such as the above emphasise what agencies such as Liberty Institute in India,

the World Bank, and others espousing libertarian philosophies have been advocating.

They view the grant of individual rights and the creation of property out of land,

water, forests, and biodiversity so that transactions or negotiations can be undertaken

without the involvement of the state.

Parcelling off land to individual owners would allow for a direct linkage to land

markets, doing away with the transaction costs of state intervention for facilitated

acquisition and compensations. The above does not take into account the issues of

large-scale land grab, land acquisition, and distress sales that are taking place the

world over.

Having access to a piece of land to cultivate or derive forest produce from does not

ensure a continued secure tenure on the same. Further, it does not also ensure that

policies will remain conducive for an individual and/or family to continue to practice

agriculture. Small and marginal farmers are finding it increasingly difficult to carry
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out agriculture due to India’s agricultural policy being driven more toward large-

contract farming as well as land consolidation.

What is interesting, however, is that policy processes around land rights

worldwide has seen a marriage of radical groups challenging land grab and

historical forest injustices with libertarian groups to promote a technical form

of stakeholder politics.

While the former seek a right to participate in a context where land continues to be

premium commodity, the latter believe that attributing ownership is the conclusive

way to rise above poverty or destitution.

Although both these groups use land rights and community tenure interchangeably,

there is a fundamental difference between the logics of common land stewardship

and the market-based land property regimes. The former is an effort to link

community-based access and conservation through local governance. In the latter,

land is parcelled into little units that can only be used as bankable assets.

Both corporations and governments alike, who seek to consolidate their land

ownership, often push for clearly defined tenurial rights rather than have to deal

with messy overlapping custodianships. Many scholars have highlighted the limits of

tenurial security in achieving conservation and that a tenure creates willing

stakeholders in large-scale land use change.

Those who lament the loss of the common land stewardship in this discourse of land

rights include wildlife ecologists/conservationists, for whom fragmented landscapes

mean the certain death of some species especially large mammals, the allies of

marginalised farm and forest based enterprises, and the practitioners of traditional

occupations like fisheries. They fear that property making and the taking over of

productive landscapes by industry will turn these places into dead sites without

culture, ecology, and enterprise.
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The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of

Forest Rights) Act, 2006 (FRA), came as a success story for the communities and

groups that had been locked in struggles with the State over the historical

process of reservation and enclosing of forests since colonial times.

The FRA has been a significant yet controversial addition to forest governance laws in

India. The legislation recognises and vests both individual and community forest

rights and the occupation of forestland in forest-dwelling communities (both tribal

and non-tribal). There are different sets of criteria for the eligibility of tribal and non-

tribal forest-dwelling communities over forests that they may have used.

For a growing neoliberal state that brings more and more marginal areas under its

controversial development map, this new success is not merely the transfer of rights

to forests from the Forest Department (FD) to forest dwelling families. It is a much

more profound act that allows the transformation of forests from the government

property held in trusteeship or the commons to the creation of forest plots as private

property. This is especially so when forests are claimed as individual rights, which

has been the priority area of focus for villagers and government departments in the

process of implementing the law.

In effect, it is truly what Goldman describes as the “tragedy of the commoners”.

Migrant users of forests, those without written records or evidence of forest use and

those against whom social prejudices exist, have been unable to make claims or are

rendered ineligible by this legal process. Following the passing of the legislation, there

is a general agreement on its objectives between developmental experts in the World

Bank, national governments, and NGOs with revolutionary forest rights groups.

Many of the FRA activists were part of leftist formations that eschewed private

property to varying degrees. It would be naive to imagine that nature based markets

are or can be freed of the State, or that owning property can ensure rights to decision-

making on it. If at all, the State has a much greater role to play in inventorying,
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standardising, valuing, and certifying commodities. In fact, titles issued under FRA

come with the conditions that land use is not to be changed.

There is no purpose in commodifying land into property if it cannot be transacted.

The poor forest dweller will remain poor and bound with that piece of land if the title

cannot be freed up for transaction. It leaves the title holder in a disadvantaged

position with the land becoming commodified and their right over it having no capital

premium. Our national laws for land acquisition will continue to ensure what can be

sold and cannot and the fact of private property has never stopped this from

happening.

With land, forests, or water being compartmentalised into individually owned plots

or use rights, the thicket of multiple “commons” claims that the large industrial users

of forests had to deal will have been cleared.

Watch: Yogendra Yadav on why the crisis facing India is deeper than Narendra Modi and

demonetisation

2. 

Ground report: Why did a Bengal town with no real history of communal violence suddenly

erupt?
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Excerpted with permission from Business Interests and the Environmental Crisis,

Kanchi Kohli and Manju Menon, SAGE India.

We welcome your comments at letters@scroll.in.
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There is no one Indian palate: bread and jam, idlis, parathas, eggs, our mornings look

as diverse as our culture. Some of us are gulping down the juice and organising our

bags, grabbing a toast as a loved one admonishes to carry some fruit which shall be

gobbled on the way to work.

Delhi based nutritionist Ekta Tandon tries to sort through rushed breakfasts, “A bowl

of Muesli with milk and fruit/ dry fruit is a great balanced breakfast option. It

provides fibre. Foods high in fibre can help you keep full. Addition of dry fruits and

nuts can add Omega 3. Often accompanied with milk or curd, it can even take care of

your calcium requirements.”

This delicious energy solution did not happen on its own. Muesli, means ‘mix’ in

Swiss, the language of Dr Maximilian Bircher-Benner, a Swiss doctor and nutritionist

who studied the effects of raw foods on the body at the turn of the 20th century.

Contrary to the beliefs of the time, Bircher-Benner stressed on the quality of food to

keep people healthy and not merely to satisfy hunger. This was a revolutionary

thought at that time and one that has indirectly inspired many diet trends since. In his

book ‘The Prevention of Incurable Disease’, he said that people should ensure that at

least half of the food they ate was raw foods—fruits, nuts and vegetables. He opened a

sanatorium in the Swiss Alps to further develop his beliefs and it was there that he

concocted muesli. With oats that recharge cells, good fats from dried fruits, vitamins

and minerals from fresh fruit he designed it with the intention of replacing breast

milk. Encouraging his patients to alter their eating habits from the traditional meat

and potato European diet to one that focused on fruits nuts and vegetables, Dr Benner

was inspired by the healthy eating habits of the Swiss mountain herders who easily

worked through chilly conditions. 
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Muesli then travelled across Europe and into America where health food and

vegetarian diets were in vogue in the 1960s and never looked back. Of course, the

muesli we get in stores now is not identical to Dr Benner’s version. It has evolved and

travelled from health stores to holistic ‘hippy’ food stores to supermarkets and finally

to your local kirana shop. In doing so it has brought the attention back on health. Far

from being part of a fad diet, the grains present in muesli like oats, cereals and millets

are part of our indigenous cuisine.

Muesli is a great way to sneak in nutritious foods into your diet that you otherwise

may not manage to eat regularly. Sunflower seeds, chia seeds, crushed almonds are

some of the favourite options.

A lot of favourite ingredients can be added to muesli such as prunes, berries, fresh or

dried fruits/nuts, all of which combine very well. And you can have it in a myriad of

ways. With yogurt, or milk, or mix it into pancakes, cookies or muffins, or even soak it

overnight in milk or yoghurt and that way, there is not much left to prepare for

breakfast next day but eating it!

Making it even more convenient is Anil Kumar, Executive pastry chef at Le Meridien,

Gurgaon. He shares with us the recipe of his delicious Caramel Muesli that can be

stored and eaten on the go.
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Whether it’s with plain milk or with cream or yogurt, muesli can be an excellent

breakfast option. Packed with nutritious grains including wheat, barley, rice, corn and

oats along with delicious almonds, raisins or dried fruits, Kellogg’s Muesli is tasty,

nourishing and a great way to start your day. For more delicious recipes and

information, see here.

This article was produced by the Scroll marketing team on behalf of Kellogg’s and not

by the Scroll editorial team.
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